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Newly Released “The Music of William C. Wright” Explores
Little Known Works of Famous Architect’s Father
Through successful Kickstarter funding Chicago music historian
realizes dream of bringing Wright’s music to the masses
Oak Park, Ill.—Feb. 19, 2103— Frank Lloyd Wright often cited music as one the
most important influences on his approach to architecture, and his introduction
to the craft came early on from his father, composer William C. Wright.
Chicago music historian and CD producer David Patterson, who has long been
fascinated with the elder Wright’s impact on his son’s genius despite their
strained relationship, has released a first-ever recording of William C. Wright’s
compositions. These recordings not only illuminate the biographical figure of
William Wright but also provide the compelling soundtrack to the tale of a 19th
century American musician on an ardent and sometimes lonely 60-year quest
for success.
Born of a successful Kickstarter crowd funding campaign, “The Music of William
C. Wright” features 21 solo piano and vocal works culled from a nearly 50-year
period of 1847-1893. The CD, through Patterson’s extensive research, also
features historic photographs and a musical-biographical essay illuminating
Wright and his ultimate influence on his famous son.
“As a music historian and Frank Lloyd Wright aficionado, I’ve always been
fascinated by the significant influence music had on his masterpieces and the
ways in which he invoked music as an ally and guide to working methods,”
Patterson said. “His father, William C. Wright, is still a grossly
underappreciated force in shaping Frank’s creative method, and I want to
enliven the historical conversation by bringing to light William’s creative work
while demonstrating how his musical insights seeped into his son’s legacy.”
Patterson conceived of the project idea nearly a year ago, and thanks to the
widespread support of contributors to a Kickstarter campaign, was able to

make it a reality. As a musician as well as historian, he enlisted the talents of
an accomplished group of musicians who bring Wright’s music alive on the CD.
They include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kuang-Hao Huang, piano
Daniel Schlosberg, piano
Matthew Dean, tenor
Laura Lynch, soprano
Karl Fogel, accompanist
Marie Wang, violin

“I’m thrilled that these exceedingly talented musicians are finally bringing
Wright’s music to life, and I’m grateful to the many people who made it
possible just to get the project off the ground,” Patterson said. “I want to get
the CD into the hands of as many music lovers and admirers of Frank Lloyd
Wright as possible and hope it refreshes – and maybe even changes – their own
perceptions of William C. Wright, both as a musician and as a presence in
Frank’s biography.”
Patterson will be presenting a series of talks to promote the CD, explaining the
influence the elder Wright’s music had on his son and introducing several of the
pieces performed by the CD’s musical contributors.
He will be appearing at the State Historical Society of Iowa at noon on Feb. 20.
Locally, he will appear at the Frank Lloyd Wright-designed Unity Temple, 875
Lake Street, Oak Park, at 7:00 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 28. Tickets are $15 and
$18 and can be purchased at https://secure.acceptiva.com/?cst=4c6faa.
To purchase the CD, please call David Patterson at 312-315-3138 or visit
www.permeliarecords.com (Website to be live on March 1).
###
For credentialed media: Complimentary review copies of “The Music of William
C. Wright” are available by contacting David directly. Interviews with David
and all of the CD’s musicians are also scheduled by calling David directly.
MSRP: $20.00
Wholesale to Resellers: $10.00

